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I was born in southern Illinois in a little town called Waltonville, Illinois. It's coal mining country down in 
southern Illinois and my dad was a coal miner actually from a coal mining family and my mother's side of 
the family were farmers and so from when mines would have an explosion or gas or so, we'd have to 
move on to another mining town. 

It was always seemed like an explosion, gas, cave-ins, may times with a big number of fatalities so my 
Mom taught me actually to pray that my father would come home.

Why Science? 

When I entered high school, my mother said 'I want my boys to have a good education' primarily I guess 
because she didn't want us to be coal miners so we moved to Mount Vernon, Illinois and we entered the 
schooling system there. When I went to high school then the science program took over and I became very 
interested in science. 

The high school teacher, a man by the name of E. L. Brock, allowed me to be the assistant in the 
chemistry classes. So he encouraged me and gave me great support in the quest of science and so by the 
time I was a sophomore, or so, I started Inglett Research Laboratories which we made some cosmetics and 
sold a little around town. And to this day I'm indebted to my math teacher because she bought a bottle of 
my material. 

Early Career

The last year in college I worked in an applied chem testing lab for G. Frederick Smith and he was the 
mentor for me at that time so I synthesized compounds and interesting enough I found some very 
interesting reactions and isolated an unknown compound and characterize it will the help of some of the 
organic chemistry professors and so I wrote a paper myself as senior author and G. Frederick Smith  
coauthor and I titled it, "The decarbonmonoxidization of 1,10-phenanthroline-5,6-quinone to form a new 
nitrogen heterocyclic ring system, 4,5-diazafluoren-9-one."And G. Frederick Smith said "George, George. 
You don't write a paper this way you put a title on it like "This way to the gold mine". 

From there I had research assistantship and graduate school and then took a PhD at the age of 23 at Iowa, 
University of Iowa. I took what they call a post-doctoral research assistantship back at my alma mater 
University of Illinois and worked on some secret projects there for the Army Chemical Corps and this was 
the time of the Korean War so I wanted to serve my country so I joined the Public Health Service and was 
assigned to National institutes of Health here in Bethesda, Maryland. Then from here decided to have a 
family and make a little money so I took a job in industry and it was challenging and interesting.

Coming to ARS

Then we came to this fork in the road and the fork was between continuing in the private sector or going 
into the public sector. And so as Yogi Berra would say, "When you come to a fork in the road take it." 
And that lead to all of the research that I have been involved in the last number of years. 

Oatrim 

Oatrim was an evolution of my efforts to create a new research program. There was a reorganization so it 
was the perfect opportunity for me to take a very small group of scientists and put together what we call a 
CRIS research project. I noticed that when I hydrolyzed this material, the oat flour, I didn't get the black 
gunk  that you would expect from it but a nice white crystalline product so evaluating this product I found 
that it had some properties that could behave as a fat, in other words a fat substitute.

Not only that it, was not only a fat substitute, but because it was derived from oat it had a component 
known as beta-glucan and beta-glucan has biological activities of lowering blood cholesterol level. ARS 
finally awarded the license to three companies at that time for the manufacture and sale of oatrim.  

Z-trim

One of the companies had stacks and piles of oat hulls and they had no market for them. It was just what 
we call an agricultural by-product, a waste product. So I got some samples and looked at, it to see what I 
could do with it. So everything I did to it: ground it up, hydrolyzed it, heated it up, boiled it, everything 
behaved like sand. So this irritated me because scientists are supposed to make things happen, supposed to 
change composition and so this was behaving like sand. I said, "Well as a chemist I going to give it 
everything I got." So I gave it heat, I gave it shear, I gave it the strongest alkali I could find and I came out 
with some stuff that looked like axle grease. I said, wonderful I've done something.

Then I looked at ways of cleaning up the axle grease and so then I treated it one way in phase one, then 
separated out the solid material. I treat it again in this drastic way in phase two and then I came out with a 
nice white material with functionality so this particular material I called Z-trim because it represented the 
cellulosic components of the oat hulls, the cellulosic components are not digested by the humans and 
therefore it had no calories and it was a fiber. Therefore, I called it Z-trim. Z for zero calories basically 
and trim because it behaved like an axle grease or fat or lipid in that case. Now Z-trim has been licenced 
and hopefully it will find a suitable niche in the market place. 

Nutrim 

There were some conversations that oatrim was a wonderful product but it could not gain the label value 
for the benefit of its beta-glucan because it had been hydrolyzed. So I decided that I would attempt to 
make another product that had the biological activities that was not hydrolyzed. So then taking a page out 
of the Z-trim research, I subjected it to heat and shear and different processing procedures to obtain a nice 
product with a functionality that could be suitable for food products.

So therefore, we had a product, Nutrim I called it. Nu because of the nutrient value that it could bring to 
food systems as well as replacing fat you know with the same type of qualities that we had in the other 
two trim products.

Words of Wisdom

Each experiment is an attempt to overcome the obstacle and the more experiments to do you get a better 
picture of how you can overcome the obstacle and if you overcome the obstacle then you can be in new 
territory that nobody's ever been before and that's the real challenge. 


Recognition

It's a great honor actually to be selected for the Hall of Fame. I realize that its many people involved in it 
so basically its not for me, I'm just the person that was there with the help of many, many different people. 
Nobody works alone in the world so we have many activities very competent and very capable people and 
fortunately I've had the benefit of working with a lot of these people over the years. Not only in Thailand, 
China and Venezuela but also within the laboratory without the expertise of rheologists like my supervisor 
Dr. Carrier and without some of the earlier superiors Dr. Greene, Dr. Dolan, I mean you know you just can 
not do this type of research in the dark alone, you have support. 

And this only takes place because there is a bigger picture of administrative expertise of people that run 
the administration or the Agricultural Research Service and these people then provide the framework 
under which we have all of these projects, all these people and this allows the agency not only to function 
but to do a very important mission within the framework of the US Department of Agriculture and of 
course the US Department of Agriculture is not only scientists, it's made up of a lot of people who are 
doing a lot of different things for basically people and that's why they call it sometimes the "people's 
department". 



 









